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Hong Kong/China equities staged a strong rebound in the first four months of 2019
before trade tensions re-emerged in May1. The pause in bilateral negotiations between
the world’s two largest economies triggered a market correction 2 , which stabilised
towards the end of the first half of the year as both sides agreed to renew trade talks
after G20 meeting. That said, our view is that US-China trade tensions, even if a
nominal trade deal is reached, are structural in nature — they may ultimately transform
the current global trading order. As active managers, we focus on planning for longterm opportunities, what we refer to as the “day after tomorrow”, carefully selecting
investment themes that should benefit from China’s economic transition even amid
day-to-day volatile trade tensions.

Planning for the day after
tomorrow
Looking beyond market noise
After greater China equity markets recovered in the
first quarter of 2019, the escalation of trade tensions
between the US and China in May has once again
dominated market sentiment. Indeed, although the
ratcheting up of tariffs and boisterous rhetoric has
been the daily focus of market attention, we believe
the real story for investors is the Chinese
government’s strategic support for the economy,
both over the short-term and long-term, to transition
to consumer-based, value-added economy.

Government policy reforms promote better
business environment
Overall, China has held up relatively well in the
recent months, primarily due to Chinese
government monetary and fiscal policies. The
People’s Bank of China has adopted an
accommodative policy stance, cutting the reserve
rate requirement for banks and maintaining ample
liquidity amid volatile markets. The government has
also progressively unpacked its fiscal policy toolbox to make it less expensive for companies to
conduct business and consumers to keep more
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Source: Bloomberg, as of 14 June 2019.
In the world of investments, a correction is generally defined as a
decline of 10% or greater in the price of equities from its most recent
peak.
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income. Indeed, businesses benefitted from
numerous policies including the three-percentagepoint cut in the value-added tax (VAT) at the highest
tranche and a reduced pension contribution rate for
employers 3 that will lessen the cost of doing
business in China. The property4and infrastructure5
sectors have also benefitted from preferential
government policies
At the same time, the Chinese economy has
benefitted from ongoing economic restructuring and
structural reforms, through alleviating city pollution
and improving the health of industries plagued by
overcapacity. In addition, some enterprises have
strengthened their ability to pay down debt, which in
turn has bolstered the financial system, where the
banking industry has recorded the lowest problemloan ratios in five years 6 . In our view, these
measures have put China’s economic fundamentals
on better footing than they were just a year ago.
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The pension contribution rate will be cut from a ceiling of 20% to 16 %
of the overall wage bill to reduce the burden on businesses. South
China Morning Post: “China is plugging pension hole by tapping into
US$25 trillion in equity in state-owned enterprises”, 21 May 2019.
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South China Morning Post: “New home prices rise in almost all
Chinese cities as lower mortgage rates, lighter restrictions spur
demand”, 16 May 2019.
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Financial Times: “China infrastructure stocks climb as Beijing offers
support”, 11 June 2019.
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CBIRC, as of 10 May 2019. Problem loans are defined as special
mention loans and non-performing loans.
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Earnings: Arrows in the string



These improved fundamentals were reflected in
earnings. During the first quarter, insurance and
consumer staples companies delivered better-thanexpected results, and we believe that the insurance
sector is bottoming out after a sharp slowdown in
2018. Many insurers have sold more protection
policies, resulting in strong VNB 7 growth and
improving margins, and that momentum should
continue for the rest of the year. Some consumer
staples companies are seeing gross margins
improve as material costs drop.

Consumption Upgrade We believe that
Chinese consumers will continue to be a
primary beneficiary of China’s growing
economy. As consumers’ disposable income
grows, even at a slower pace due to
economic difficulties, they will continue to
spend on upgrading their quality of life;
including helping their children obtain better
education. Thus, we are constructive on
sectors such private educational providers
and property management services, which
are tethered to structural domestic growth
stories.



Research and development (R&D) /
Innovation — China’s government and
corporations have put increasing emphasis
on R&D and innovation to improve
competitiveness. This shift is not new:
companies increased R&D investment
already under the 13th 5-year plan
(2016-2020) 9 , but the emphasis has
clearly accelerated as trade tensions have
led to US bans on some Chinese firms'
imports of certain intermediate goods and
changing global supply chains. We believe
Chinese companies
will
continue
to
increase investment in this critical area,
particularly basic research, as a means to
move up the value-added ladder. We are
constructive on upstream technology,
industrial applications, and the country’s
burgeoning health-care sector.



Policy Driven — China’s government has
selected several key policy areas to target
fiscal spending over the long-term.
Environmental protection, which includes
supply side reform, natural gas, waste-toenergy, and wastewater treatment, are key
areas that will continue to receive
government support. As the government
unveils further measures, we will remain
vigilant to identify the next key beneficiaries
of government support.

After the release of first-quarter corporate results,
markets began revising up estimates. The market
was originally expecting double-digit earnings
growth for FY2019. Although tariffs are likely to
shave two and three percentage points off earnings
in 2019 and 2020 8 , respectively, we expect that
Corporate China’s bottom line will hold up over the
short-term. We believe that in the second half
government measures to help mitigate the
economic impact from Sino-US trade tensions will
provide support to Greater China equities, although
we anticipate continued market volatility.

Amid short-term volatility, our long-term
investment themes stand
While focusing on short-term developments can be
important, closely following daily market gyrations
and volatility of the bilateral trade talks can obscure
the bigger picture. Amid the recent volatility, we
have held to our long-term convictions that many
attractive opportunities exist in China’s transition to
a more consumer-based, value-added economy.
Indeed, even before bilateral trade tensions erupted
into the open, we were planning for “the day after
tomorrow”, and we selected three long-term
investment themes where we believe investors
would be well positioned to profit from China’s
gradual economic change:
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VNB stands for “value of new business”. The metric indicates the
value of an insurer based on the level of new business achieved over
the past year.
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Morgan Stanley, 14 May 2019.
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The 13 5-Year Plan (2016-2020) set a goal of R&D expenditure
reaching 2.5% of GDP by 2020. In 2018, R&D expenditure accelerated
to 2.18% of GDP, National Bureau of Statistics of China, as of 28
February 2019.
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With these themes in mind, we view protracted
Sino-US trade tensions (in some form) as a
structural feature of the market landscape moving
forward. The implications of recent trade policies,
particularly
restricting
Chinese
technology
companies’ access to US suppliers, have injected
greater uncertainty into the Chinese investment
landscape.
Even if the trade sanctions are
ultimately removed, we believe the bifurcation of
global technological supply chains into two
“camps”— the US and China — is a real possibility
that may potentially give short-term pain but also
serve as a long-term catalyst for Chinese
companies to upgrade their competitiveness on a
more urgent timeline.

Planning for the “day after tomorrow” must
be done today
When the “fog” of uncertainty from US policies
finally dissipates, we expect significant opportunities
could emerge for investors, and when they do, they
will likely fall into the themes we have already
identified. Indeed, investors should draw on the
talents of an experienced and nimble team that can
not only apply rigorous bottom-up research to
companies in the region’s markets, but also seize
emerging opportunities. We believe our on-theground presence in the region, coupled with its
skilled portfolio managers and rigorous investment
selection methodology can make it the right pick to
navigate China’s new investment landscape.
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Disclaimer
Manulife Asset Management is the asset management division of
Manulife Financial. Investing involves risks, including the potential loss
of principal. Financial markets are volatile and can fluctuate significantly
in response to company, industry, political, regulatory, market, or
economic developments. These risks are magnified for investments
made in emerging markets. Currency risk is the risk that fluctuations in
exchange rates may adversely affect the value of a portfolio’s
investments. Individual portfolio management teams may have different
views and opinions that are subject to change without notice.
The information provided does not take into account the suitability,
investment objectives, financial situation, or particular needs of any
specific person. You should consider the suitability of any type of
investment for your circumstances and, if necessary, seek professional
advice.
This material, intended for the exclusive use by the recipients who are
allowable to receive this document under the applicable laws and
regulations of the relevant jurisdictions, was produced by, and the
opinions expressed are those of, Manulife Asset Management as of the
date of this publication, and are subject to change based on market and
other conditions. The information and/or analysis contained in this
material have been compiled or arrived at from sources believed to be
reliable, but Manulife Asset Management does not make any
representation as to their accuracy, correctness, usefulness, or
completeness and does not accept liability for any loss arising from the
use of the information and/or analysis contained. The information in this
material may contain projections or other forward-looking statements
regarding future events, targets, management discipline, or other
expectations, and is only as current as of the date indicated. The
information in this document, including statements concerning financial
market trends, are based on current market conditions, which will
fluctuate and may be superseded by subsequent market events or for
other reasons. Manulife Asset Management disclaims any responsibility
to update such information.

across a broad range of public and private asset classes, as well as
asset allocation solutions.
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Manulife Asset Management Investments Inc., Manulife Asset
Management (North America) Limited and Manulife Asset Management
Private Markets (Canada) Corp. Hong Kong, Australia, Korea: Manulife
Asset Management (Hong Kong) Limited and has not been reviewed by
the HK Securities and Futures Commission (SFC). Indonesia: PT
Manulife Aset Manajmen Indonesia. Japan: Manulife Asset
Management (Japan) Limited. Malaysia: Manulife Asset Management
Services Berhad. Philippines: Manulife Asset Management and Trust
Corporation. Singapore: Manulife Asset Management (Singapore) Pte.
Ltd. (Company Registration Number: 200709952G). Switzerland:
Manulife AM (Swiss) LLC. Taiwan: Manulife Asset Management
(Taiwan) Co. Ltd. Thailand: Manulife Asset Management (Thailand)
Company Limited. United Kingdom and European Economic Area:
Manulife Asset Management (Europe) Limited which is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. United States: Manulife
Asset Management (US) LLC, Hancock Capital Investment
Management, LLC and Hancock Natural Resource Group, Inc. Vietnam:
Manulife Asset Management (Vietnam) Company Ltd.
Manulife, Manulife Asset Management, the Block Design, the Four
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trademarks of The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company and are
used by it, and by its affiliates under license.
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Neither Manulife Asset Management or its affiliates, nor any of their
directors, officers or employees shall assume any liability or
responsibility for any direct or indirect loss or damage or any other
consequence of any person acting or not acting in reliance on the
information contained herein. All overviews and commentary are
intended to be general in nature and for current interest. While helpful,
these overviews are no substitute for professional tax, investment or
legal advice. Clients should seek professional advice for their particular
situation. Neither Manulife, Manulife Asset Management™, nor any of
their affiliates or representatives is providing tax, accounting,
investment or legal advice. Past performance does not guarantee future
results. This material was prepared solely for informational purposes,
does not constitute a recommendation, professional advice, an offer or
an invitation by or on behalf of Manulife Asset Management to any
person to buy or sell any security or adopt any investment strategy, and
is no indication of trading intent in any fund or account managed by
Manulife Asset Management. No investment strategy or risk
management technique can guarantee returns or eliminate risk in any
market environment. Unless otherwise specified, all data is sourced
from Manulife Asset Management.
Proprietary Information – Please note that this material must not be
wholly or partially reproduced, distributed, circulated, disseminated,
published or disclosed, in any form and for any purpose, to any third
party without prior approval from Manulife Asset Management.
These materials have not been reviewed by, are not registered with any
securities or other regulatory authority, and may, where appropriate, be
distributed by Manulife Asset Management
Manulife Asset Management is the global asset management arm of
Manulife Financial Corporation (“Manulife”). Manulife Asset
Management and its affiliates provide comprehensive asset
management solutions for institutional investors and investment funds
in key markets around the world. This investment expertise extends
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